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university. Ai the age of foity or a IitiL* troie he iield the post
of clerk of the ordnance, at the To*vei, wheie K> made money by
questionable piactices and is stated to have died owhig the queen
neaily eight thousand pounds.
If, as ismost probable,The Cvlie efCyre/et?, entered at Stationeis'
Hall in 1562, is to be identified with the Pttlth? of 1 Y/v-a'j ? in its
first projected (mm, our author changed his ink befoie going into
print—a change that peihaps indicates a change of design.   At any
rate, as he explains in his dedication of the oityual \okuue to the
Eail of Warwick, geneial of the ordnance, his plan giew upon him.
He was first attracted by Livy, u viewing in him gieat plenty of
strange histoiies," recounting noble facts and exploits achieved by
valiant personages of the Roman state.  But fearing that it v* ^ not
in him to dowoithily of that majestic authoi, lie scopped uhni he
had dealt with u such as were the best and pimcipal,1" i evolving to
wait and see how these would be liked, and filling out the book \\ ith
stones gathered from the Italian and Fiench no\ chsts. Besides Li\ y>
Painter, in his list of authorities, :efus to Ilciodotus, Xuiophon,
Cicero, Quintus Cuitms, Aulus Gelhus, and other ancients, and in
the second tome to Stiabo, Plutaich, Homer, Vngil, O\ id, I lot ace,
Propertms, and the late historiogiaphers.   Though they number
about a third of the sum total in the two volumes, however, the
stories of antiquity bulk very much less than those of more lecent
days.    Nor is it to be assumed for a moment that Painter went
straight to the authorities he mentions.  A good piopoition of the
antique stories were obtained from Bandello, Gimlih Cinthio, Scr
Giovanni, Boccaccio, and other intermediate sources, and obtained
even so through French translations and not Italian texts.   To
put it briefly, Painter set out to make a great English collection
of stories, to rival the famous collections in Italian and French;
he sought to make it  as miscellaneous as was in  his  power,
and with that intention selected what he wanted from all the
available repositories in turn.    The score and a half of tales
reduced to a " compendious form " from Livy and other ancient
writers, in volume one, are followed by ten from the Decameron*
half-a-dozen  from Bandcllo and his  interpreter Bclleforest, a
few from Ser Giovanni and Straparola, and half-a-score from
the Heptameron.    In the second volume, also, the tales are in

